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Professor Gerhard Kessler taught sociology between 1933 -1951 
at Istanbul University in the Faculties of Law, Letters and Econo
mics. With his death in Germany, we have lost a foreign sociologist 
who has occupied a place in Turkish history of sociology. 

In terms of the sociological schools of A. Comte and F. Le Play, 
sociology in Turkey enters an era of growth with the Turkish repre
sentatives of E. Durkheim and E. Demolins. The beginning phase 
can be detected in our various intellectual endeavours prior to «Socio
logie» and in the first influences of French sociology in our history 
of thought 1 • It. can be said that influences originating from English 
and German sociologies, to some extent appeared as an opposition 
against Durkheim's sociology. In the same way in the following 
years, we, also observe the landmarks of American sociology. 

The topic which attracts our attention in relation to Kessler ii; 
the foreigners participating in the sociology instruction in Turkey. 
Considering this event in terms of the sociology instruction in our 
un1versities, it can be observed that a direct relationship was es
tablished with the French circles, with Max Bonnafous lecturing in 
sociology at Istanbul University. A textbook and some research re
mains from this sociology instruction which was based on the point 
of view that (like nature, the society also is ruled by certain laws 
the change and alteration of which is not in hands of human 
beings) 2

• 

1) Z. Fahri, History of Sociology Among Turkish People, i § (Action), 
No. 3 - 4, pp. 146 -170. 

2) The above - mentioned book is «iQtimaiyat» (Sociology) which the 
author wrote in collaboration with N. Sadik. Istanbul, 1927, 215 + XIV pp. 
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Direct contact with the German circles began with Kessler's 
accepting a post at Istanbul University. During the same years Pro
fessor Alexander Rtistow (1885 -1963) who comes from the same 
circles, also participated in the sociology instruction for a short 
period 3 • It is known that A. Rtistow who was professor of History 
of Economics and Economic Geography had a close interest in the 
ancient economic customs and traditions of Anatolia ". 

Professor Kessler's work and influence who was appointed Pro
fessor of Sociology and Social Insight at Istanbul University has 
been more extensive as a social policy ~pert. However, he has a 
special place in Turkish history of sociology also. 

Kessler, who was born in Eastern Prussia in 1883 and who first 
studied history and geography and later studied economic and social 
sciences in the Universities of Berlin and Leipzig, became the stu
dent of many famous professors. The thesis he defended in partial 
fulfilment of the requirements for the doctor's degree in 1905 in 
Leipzig University was related to Roman history. We learn from 
one of his articles that his first book on economics is on «Mana
gement Associations in Germany» published in 1907 5• 

Kessler's sociology instruction in Istanbul University has two 
idiosyncrasies. The first one is his point of view about sociology and 
social relations. According to Kessler, «all social relations are ratio
nal and voluntary relations between people». This line of thinking 
becomes more clear in the following phrase : «In my opinion the 
roots of the nature of social relations are in wisdom .. There is no 
social life without and, rational thinking» 0 • As professor Fmd1koglu 
has pointed out, «besides Ziya Gokalp's sociology which gives a de
terminist, scientific and mechanical frame of reference for an ~pla
nation, Kessler's instruction indoctrinates a rationalistic, indepen
dent and teleological point of view» 1 • 

3) About the books by A. Rtistow translated into Turkish whose lecture 
notes have not been published, we refer the reader to «Yeni Yayinlar», Vol. 
VIII, No. 9, pp. 281 (Sept. 1963). 

4) His small brochure published in 1939 has been published again in the 
following book : «Folklor ve Etnofjrafya Ktlavuzu» (Folkore and Ethnography 
Guide), Istanbul, 1949, pp. 24 - 33 : Ancient Economic Customs and Traditions 
of Anatolia and Their Importance. 

5) j!J, No. 113, pp. 36. 
6) Sosyol.oji (Sociology), Istanbul, 1934, pp. 62. 

7) l ~timai.yata. Ba-§langu; (Introduction to Sociology), Istanbul, 1938, 

PP· 2. 
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Kessler is of the opinion that present day sociology is divided in 
and limited to «two different spiritual areas of investigation», name
ly, «Philosophy of History» the topic of which is the «History of 
society and social dynamics» and the «Theory of Relations» which 
emphasizes on the «reality of the society». It's real topic is «this 
second type of sociology not based on reasoning but on realictic ob
servations» 8• The basic concept of this science is, society which 
«always is a relation ordered by rational thinking». However, Kess
ler agrees that there are «non - rational elements» in social life. 
«The natural community created us; but then we created the cul
tured society»0

• As he states this, he reaches some kind of recon
ciliation. It may be observed that Kessler tries to surpass Ti::innies' 
theory. 

Kessler's place in our history of sociology, can be expressed as 
a reaction against a traditional consideration within the general 
frame. The first influences of German sociology we encounter in 
the works of Mehmet 1zzet, become generalized with Kessler. As 
Sabri F. Olgener has stated, «The introduction of a system to the 
culture of the country which is strictly the opposite that of Durk
heim's sociology to which there was a very close and intensely fana
tical adherence for a long time, even if with some exaggerations, 
should doubtlessly be noted with great pleasure» 1 0 • 

The second idiosyncrasy we observe in Kessler's sociology ins
truction is his orientation to life and to the society. In his opening 
lecture, on the topic of «The Duties of Sociology in Turkey» he sug
gests, «Conducting research on various and real appearances of so
cial life, instead of thinking about an imaginary society in scienti
fic investigations» 11

• According to him, «science serves life. Socio
logy, therefore, should serve the social life of the country. » 

It is known that Kessler made considerable efforts inorder to 
get to know the country and to find solutions to social problems. 
The interesting point is that Kessler never failed to apply his ratio
nalist and teleological considerations to the various social problems 
of Turkey. To consider sociology as a means to aid life and to deal 

8) Op. cit. pp. 4. 
9) Op. cit. pp. 31. 
10) 1. tJ. lktisat Fakiiltesi Mecmuasi (Review of the Faculty of Econo

mics of Istanbul University), Vol. I, pp. 277., 
11) Istanbul tJniversitesi A{nh~ Dersleri (Opening lectures at Istanbul 

University), Istanbul, 1933 -1935, pp. 298. 
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with problems with the intention of giving direction to the society, 
has been a model behavior of Kessler for all others. A careful inves
tigation of his publications in Turkey will reveal various examples 
of this behavior. 

* ** 
Kessler's publications in Turkey can be grouped under the foll

owing headings : 

I - His books. 
II - His articles in the publications in honor of others and 

his articles appearing in books with other co - authors. 
III - His articles in the journals. 
IV - His published public lectures. 

I 

V - Bibliographical articles. 

Interested readers will find extensive bibliography on Kessler's 
publications in Turkey in the original Turkish version of our article. 
Inorder to emphasize his orientation towards action sufficiently, 
his published public lectures are mentioned under a seperate head
ing; and in order to show the importance he attributed to biblio
graphy his articles on this problem are grouped together. Some of 
his articles were published in German in the journ~l «I§» (Action) 
and in the «Hukuk Gazetesi» (Law Newspaper) some of his artic
les were published in French. The original versions of these articles 
are in Turkish. The German. version of his articles published in the 
«Istanbul Vniversitesi lktisat Fakultesi Mecmuast» (Review of the 
Faculty of Economics of Istanbul University) may be found in the 
special issues of that journal published in the «Revue de la Faculte 
des Sciences Econmniques de l)Universite d'lstanbul» *. 

* ) I wish to thanl{ my friend Dr. og-uz An who was helpful in writing 
the English version of this article. 


